
The~ Minister of Trade and Commerce to the Ambassador
of th~e Republic of Korea

MINISTER 0F TRADE AND COMMERCE

EXCELENCYOttawa, December 20, 1966.

With reference to the Trade Agreement between Canada and the Republiof K-orea which has been signed today, it is the understanding of the Goveru.mient of Canada that the Government of the Republic of Korea would wish tprovide opportunities for Canadian products to, compete on a commercial bas!in the Korean market. In this connection, 1 have the honour to draw to, youExcellency's attention the following goods which are of immediate exporinterest to Canada: wheat, barley, wheat flour, malt, breeding stock, softwooclumber, wood pulp, newsprint paper, asbestos, synthetic rubber, primarýaluminum, nickel, lead and zinc.
With respect to the above produets, it is my understanding that importEinto the Republic of Korea of asbestos, certain softwood lumber, ground pulp,primary aluminum, nickel and lead are under the systemi of automatic approvaiwhereby imports are free of restriction and the necessary foreign exchangeis freely granted. It is understood that it is the intention of the Governmentof the Republic of Korea except when justified on balance-of-payments groundsto miaintain unrestricted access for these items within the framnework of itspolicy of gradually liberalizing trade. It is further understood that the Govern-ment of the Republic of Korea will endeavour to include at the earliestopportunity newsprint paper, chemical wood pulp, synthetic rubber and zincunder this group of products which are not subject to restrictions and thatlicences xviii be made available for import of malt and of cattle for breedingin accordance with the pertinent trade plan in force.

With respect to wheat and barley, it is understood that it is the intentionof the Government of the Republic of Korea, as it becomes able to, financeimport of these products with its own foreign exchange, to, develop a corn-mercial market for imports in which Canada will be able to, compete on afully non-discriminatory basis.
Both Governments agree to consuit further with respect to, these and otherproducts which are or may becoine of interest ta Canada with a vlew tQproviding a fair and reasonable access for Canadian goods.
I avail myself, Excellency, of this opportundty to renew assurances of MTYhighest consideration.

ROBERT WINTERS,
Minister of Trade and Commerce.His Excellency Sun Yup Paik,

Ambassador of the Republic of Korea.


